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Flying Toward Change:
Courier Service Looks Past Paper
a high of about 200 in the 1990s to less than a third of that today.
When you imagine couriers, you image Lycra-clad dare
“In our heyday, we had about 230 to 240 drivers on the roster. It was
devils zipping through perilous traffic on their bikes or scooters,
the wild, wild West. We had paper flying all over this city,” Miller
a messenger bag bursting with vitally important and carefully
says. “We’re pretty much the last man standing in D.C.”
prepared legal documents strapped to their back.
At the height of the recession, Miller and Carpel found new
Or you might envision big burly guys backing a large box
opportunities in what they were already doing, which included
truck slowly down a narrow back alley to deliver boxes of vitally
shuttling visa documents between embassies and the State
important and carefully prepared legal documents.
Department. “We noticed a lot of the visas were rejected because
You probably don’t think of couriers and envision flowers.
they were not meeting the very specific guidelines set out by the
But you should. The two industries have more in common
State Department. So we developed the expertise and became
than one might think, according to Mike Miller, executive vice
a full-service visa agency. We pick them up, review them, and
president of courier company Washington Express. “The tough
prepare them for submissions.
part of flowers isn’t the flowers,
We advance the embassy and
it’s the logistics,” Miller says.
State Department fees, we go
Miller and his business
back and pick them up when
partner Gil Carpel certainly
they’re ready, review them
know logistics. Carpel
again and return them to the
has more than 40 years of
customer,” Miller says.
experience in the courier
Around the same time,
industry. In 1977, he coMiller and Carpel got the
founded Sky Courier Network,
idea to expand into the flower
an international and domestic
business while talking to
air express company based in
fellow courier service owner
Reston, Virginia. Ten years
Mark McCurry at an industry
later, he sold his interest in
event. McCurry explained
Sky Courier and took over
its former Washington area
Photo: Ian Wagreich/© U.S. Chamber of Commerce that he’d been contacted by
a national flower company
operations to form Washington Mike Miller (left) and Gil Carpel of Washington Express do more than provide courier
services. They’ve expanded into visa expediting and even flower delivery.
looking to bulk up their peak
Express with Miller.
flower day fleet in Atlanta. “I
But Washington Express
sent 40 drivers over to a florist one Mother’s Day and that’s when
and the courier industry as a whole have been hit by change and
we got the idea that we could just sell flowers online. You don’t
contraction. Courts and federal agencies no longer demand piles
even need a physical location. So, we started Peachtree Petals
of paper—they now rely on electronic filings. Tighter security
online in 2011,” McCurry says.
restrictions imposed after 9-11 closed off many government
Inspired, Miller and Carpel started looking for their own
offices to couriers. Then came the recession and the subsequent
floral opportunity, buying a flower shop in Washington, D.C.
belt tightening amongst legal, financial and lobbying firms.
“Flower shops just haven’t addressed the
The number of full-time couriers in Washington has fallen from
continued on back
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technological changes in how consumers buy flowers. There
are one-third fewer flower shops out there compared to
10 years ago, yet more flowers are being sold than ever before.
People want same day order and delivery, and traditional
flower shops are not doing that,” Miller says.
Miller and Carpel have also affiliated with McCurry on
his latest venture, Google Shopping Express, a new sameday delivery service powered through Google. The service,
which launched in October in the San Francisco Bay area,
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utilizes stores as actual distribution centers to make sameday deliveries. McCurry’s firm, 1-800-Courier makes the
deliveries. “They were looking for a national courier,” Miller
explains. “They’re looking to compete with Amazon, but
without having fulfillment centers.”
Fulfillment is the name of the game in the courier business
as well, according to Miller and Carpel. “If we’re going to eat
dinner every night, we have to look at businesses beyond
paper for deliveries,” Carpel quips.
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